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LUXURY ITEMS & THEIR COSTS

CONSIDERING YOUR LIVING
ARRANGEMENTS

Students investigate the price of different
housing options such as houses, flats,
bedsits etc. in the areas they wish to live
when older.
Students also investigate the costs of
utilities and council tax to see what they
can afford which is then deducted from
their take home pay.

WEEKLY FOOD BUDGET

Students plan the meals they will eat in an
average week and work out the
approximate monthly costs of their food
bill. Again deducting this from their
remaining income.

Students decide what items they think they
need in their lives such as broadband and
mobile phone contracts, and work out
whether they can afford them using their
finances worked out in previous lessons.
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STARTING SALARIES & DEDUCTIONS

Students investigate the starting salaries of different types
of work and then estimate their approximate take-home
pay after deductions like tax and national insurance.

LEARNING TO DRIVE

Students investigate the cost of
lessons and the requirements for
passing a test including theory
and practical.
They also investigate the
different categories of vehicle
they can drive depending on
their age.
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RESPONSIBLE SEXUAL ACTIVITY

LGBT+ ISSUES

Students investigate the different ways
people choose to identify their gender and
sexuality, as well as finding out about
countries where being LGBT+ is acceptable
or illegal, and looking at some social issues
with LGBT+ acceptance.
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RESPONSIBLE BORROWING

In addition to credit cards students
investigate the other options for
borrowing such as loans, overdrafts,
mortgages etc. including the
associated fees and charges.

Students learn the important features of
sexual activity including consent, who’s
responsible for contraception, in addition
to sexual health throughout one’s life
including menopause, impotence and
vasectomies.
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THE COST OF LEARNING TO DRIVE

Students investigate all the associated costs of learning
to drive and owning a car including insurance, car
finance, fuel costs, MOT etc.

CREDIT CARDS

Students are taught how credit cards
work, investigate the benefits and
pitfalls of using them including the
associated fees and charges, and how
to assess repayment options.

MANAGING MENTAL HEALTH

Students learn some of the key
behaviours which can lead to
depression such as magnification and
over generalisation. They also
investigate where they can go for help
and engage with appropriate coping
strategies for other issues such as
stress. Recognising different forms of
depression such as SAD & available
treatments such as CBT.
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POLITICS

Students investigate the role of parliament and
the process of voting in elections. They also
investigate the role of their local MP and how
students can get involved in politics and make a
difference.

Forty fully
planned video
lessons, each
with its own
worksheet.
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TRAVELLING SAFELY

Investigate the safe way to go travelling including gap year
opportunities and the use of the British consulate when losing a
passport etc. How to apply for a passport and what visa restrictions for
certain countries mean. Value for money with flying, train, car or ferry
etc. Difference between self catered, half board, all inclusive etc.

That’s a lot of
time saved!
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WELLNESS
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Investigate a healthy
meal and exercise plan
that could fit into your
schedule. How can you
exercise without going to
a gym and investigate the
dangers of FAD diets.
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CRIME & YOUR BEHAVIOUR

EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS &
RESPONSIBILITIES
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GETTING MARRIED
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Entitlements to breaks, holidays,
minimum wage, redundancies, grievance
procedures and unfair dismissal.

SUSTAINABLE LIVING

You see on the news that single use
plastics are to be banned. Investigate
what changes you could make to your
daily life to eliminate the need for them.
What other sustainable changes can
you make including hybrid, electric
cars, solar panels at home etc.

What are the cost
implications of getting
married, the different
options available including
civil partnerships and non
religious ceremonies, who
can get married, ages, rights
etc.

Impact of your behaviour and the
different types of crime. Do you know what
behaviours are against the law?
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DRUG USE

Students look at the dangers and the
legal penalties involved with taking
illegal drugs in addition to the health
implications, they also investigate
behaviours more likely to occur due to
reduced inhibitions such as the
contraction of infections due to
unprotected sex or the sharing of
needles, along with the wider
ramifications such as potentially
losing your job.

PREGNANCY

What to expect during
pregnancy and the first
years of life. Investigate
the maternity and
paternity pay and rights
of both mother and
father as well as abortion
and age of pregnancy
and fertility.
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UNDERSTANDING & RESPECTING
OTHERS

Conflict management with neighbours and
working colleagues. What makes a healthy
working environment? For example working
with other races, religions. What are your
rights as a homeowner? For example
chopping down trees.
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What are your
responsibilities as a pet
owner? Investigate
insurance and medical
procedures, registering
with a vet, exercise and a
healthy diet, time
commitments and space
required for larger
animals such as horses.

IMPORTANCE OF
A WILL

Investigate how to get a will,
what are the legal
ramifications of writing your
own, what happens if
someone dies without one.
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LEGAL REGISTRATIONS

Births, marriages, deaths, tax
returns etc. - what restrictions
are in place for naming
children, how do you register a
death and why it is important.
Who has to fill out a tax return?
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SLEEP

The importance of sleep
and the effect your
circadian rhythm can have
on your wellbeing; Jet lag,
shift patterns etc.
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PET OWNERSHIP

FAKE NEWS

Looking at the
impact of control
and ownership of
the media and the
importance of fact
checking sources
of political
information and
how crime rates
can be distorted.

MEDIA DISTORTIONS

A look into body image and
how the media distort this.
What is realistic and what is
desirable with body image
and how has this changed
over time to reflect society?
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EMERGENCIES

What is appropriate to attend A&E for?
What should you call 999 for rather than
111, how to register with a GP and why
you should, dental registrations and
when do you have to pay for
procedures, NHS covered issues and
those that are not for example opticians.
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RECOGNISING DESTRUCTIVE
BEHAVIOURS IN YOURSELF & OTHERS

Gambling, alcohol, drug addition, substance
abuse, radicalisation etc.

HEALTH & WELLBEING

How to check for lumps in boys
and girls. What tests and when;
such as smear tests. Available
and recommended
vaccinations. Eye tests and
dental check ups.

ONLINE BEHAVIOUR &
ITS RAMIFICATIONS

Use of usernames and emails
when applying for jobs. Trolling
consequences. Stalking and
harassment. Revenge porn,
jobs and your online presence
being scrutinised prior or
during employment.
Recognising fraud online.

CAMPAIGN FOR CHANGE

What are the key features of successful
social change? Consistency,
commitment, flexibility. Examples of
same sex marriage, women voting,
environmental awareness.
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LAW ON SEXUAL CONSENT
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Rape on trial. What is consent, can
it be implied?

WHISTLEBLOWING

What does this refer to and what
are peoples moral obligations to do
it? What is the protocol and what
are your rights and protections?
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DEALING WITH DISABILITY

What are your rights and what
financial assistance is available. How
to treat and talk to disabled people.
Common misconceptions.
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IDENTITY & ITS IMPORTANCE
IN MODERN DAY

What identities are important or
relevant? Sexual, racial, class, gender etc.

GLOBALISATION

What is it and what are the
pros and cons? Working
together, shared resources
and identity but also
corruption, destroying
natural resources and
exploitation.
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DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH
& POWER

Is poverty necessary to ensure a supply of
labour to do the dirty, dangerous or menial jobs
in society? Should wealth be kept within the
family? Is pay a good indicator of hard work?
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END

THEORIES OF RELIGION

Do they oppress or inspire?
What options are available
and how have they developed
over time?

LIFE AFTER RETIREMENT

Look at the pros and cons of
not working. Usefulness of a
pension scheme and a state
pension vs private pensions.

YOUR JOURNEY OF LIFE
The most engaging way to learn sixth form PSHE

